Evolution of large-subunit rRNA structure. The diversification of divergent D3 domain among major phylogenetic groups.
During evolution, the potential for sequence (and length) variation of large-subunit rRNA has been mostly restricted over 12 divergent domains (termed D1-D12) interspersed along the molecule. Here, we have focused our attention onto the D3 divergent domain, through a detailed analysis of its pattern of variation in the phylogeny, both in terms of primary and secondary structures. We have systematically compared all the procaryotic and eucaryotic sequences published so far (i.e. 36 species), together with a series of 10 additional eucaryotic specimens, which were determined by direct RNA sequencing. Secondary structures supported by comparative evidence have been derived for archaebacteria, eubacteria and eucaryotes respectively, which shows that the D3 domain contains a subset of universally conserved structural features interspersed with four variable subdomains. Within the four portions where a structural diversification has taken place, elementary structures specific of large phylogenetic groups can be identified. Remarkably such diversified structures appear to be preserved despite sequence divergence, suggesting they correspond to functionally important structures. Accordingly, the mode of sequence variation of the D3 domain suggests this region of the molecule may encode elementary functions of rRNA which could have significantly diversified during the evolution of the major groups of organisms.